
Our Entertainment devices
Since there will undoubtedly be other people using your entertainment equipment (particularly babysitters,  
grandparents or friends coming in and out of the home), the following section is designed to help you keep  
track of your details as well as basic instructions for how to use your equipment. Now there’s no need to keep  
explaining how to use each remote control. No matter how logical it seems to you, it’s amazing how many  
people will struggle with your equipment!

TV

Make:

Model:

Screen type:

How to work in plain English:

On / off:

Change channel:

Volume:

Pay TV

Service provider:

Customer number:

Digital or analogue:

Package / plan – channels 
included / not included:

PIN (for movies on demand):

Monthly fee:

Remote control: Description:

How to operate:
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DVD player

Make:

Model:

How to work (in plain English):

On / off:

TV Channel to access DVD:

Access Main Menu:

Pause:

Volume control:

Recording Record on/ off

Set record:

DVD remote looks like:

Special instructions:

VCR

Although DVD players are fast becoming the home movie player of choice, the chances are you haven’t yet  
parted with your VCR and still have the old favourites you bring out from time to time. And if you know how to  
‘record’, give yourself an extra pat on the back!

Make:

Model:

How to work (in plain English):

The remote control is:

How to record:

Special instructions:
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Stereo

Make:

Model:

How to work (in plain English):

On/off:

Load’ CD:

Number of CDs:

Auto-set channels on tuner:

The remote control is:

Special instructions:

Digital music

If you have installed a media player on your PC, or you have combined it with a portable device, such as an  
MP3 player, an iPod, or some other digital player, the days are gone where you need to keep all your CD’s and  
tapes by your sound system. 
  
If you have taken the plunge, you are likely to have loaded all your CD’s onto your digital player and either 
sold them or packed them up into box & put away. 
  
Future additions to your collection are likely to be downloaded and you can then burn your own CDs. Keep  
track of your playlists – refer to p167 for your lists.

Digital cameras have given us an amazing capacity to capture moments in time efficiently, to be able to send  
these moments around the globe in seconds and enormous convenience of on the spot editing and no film to 
process. However, a digital photo library comes with a new layer of responsibility. It is all too easy to leave our  
images filed away on the computer and never print them out to put in an album or frame or give to a friend. 
  
Here are a few tips to help manage your digital library: 
• Immediately delete images you don’t want to keep 
• Depending on the quality of your printer, buy photographic paper and print them in your 
  own home 
• If you are having prints done professionally, get a proof sheet of all of your images and a disk at the 
  same time so you can file them away and clear your flashcard ready for the next photo session 
• Save images to disc rather than on your hard drive as they are large files and you may use up 
  too much space on your computer. This also protects your photos in the case of computer theft 
  or damage.

Digital camera
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